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Ebook Readers: Separating the Hype from the Reality 
 
Abstract 
 
Academic libraries have been acquiring ebooks for their collections for a number of years, 
but the uptake by some users has been curtailed by the limitations of screen reading on a 
traditional PC or laptop. Ebook readers promise to take us into a new phase of ebook 
development. Innovations include: wireless connectivity, electronic paper, increased battery 
life, and customisable displays. The recent rapid take-up of ebook readers in the United 
States, particularly Amazon’s Kindle, suggests that they may about to gain mass-market 
acceptance. A bewildering number of ebook readers are being promoted by companies 
eager to gain market share. In addition, each month seems to bring a new ebook reader or a 
new model of an existing device. Library administrators are faced with the challenge of 
separating the hype from the reality and deciding when the time is right to invest in and 
support these new technologies.  
 
The Library at QUT, in particular the QUT Library Ebook Reference Group (ERG) has been 
closely following developments in ebooks and ebook reader technologies. During mid 2010 
QUT Library undertook a trial of a range of ebook readers available to Australian consumers. 
Each of the ebook readers acquired was evaluated by members of the QUT Library ERG 
and two student focus groups. Major criteria for evaluation included usability, functionality, 
accessibility and compatibility with QUT Library’s existing ebook collection. The two student 
focus groups evaluated the ebook readers mostly according to the criteria of usability and 
functionality. This paper will discuss these evaluations and outline a recommendation about 
which type (or types) of ebook readers could be acquired and made available for lending to 
students.   
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1. Introduction 
 
 QUT Library has been developing its collection of ebooks to support teaching and 
learning and research at QUT over a number of years. Access is provided to over 100,000 
ebooks across most subject areas and more titles are being added progressively. In 2010 
about half the total allocation for monographs was spent on ebooks. Validation of QUT 
Library’s strategy to provide access to increasing numbers of ebooks was obtained from the 
results of a brief online survey of user attitudes to ebooks conducted by QUT Library during 
May 2010. All three categories of respondents (research students and academic staff; 
professional staff; and undergraduate and postgraduate coursework students) indicated that 
over 80% of those who had ever accessed an ebook through the QUT Library website 
agreed or strongly agreed that they found them useful for their desired purpose. 
 
 The Library has had a policy of selecting ebooks to be made available to clients via 
the QUT network, rather than via physical ebook readers. However, recent developments in 
the usability and functionality of ebook readers suggested that it would be appropriate to 
investigate their potential adoption by the Library for use by staff and students. The recent 
rapid take-up of ebook readers, particularly models from Sony and Kindle, suggest that they 
might be about to gain widespread acceptance in the general community. Although there 
was an abundant amount of information available on the features of various readers the 
Library’s Information Resources Committee agreed that a trial of suitable ebook readers 
would be conducted to evaluate their strengths and weaknesses first hand. 
 
 QUT Library’s Ebook Reference Group (ERG) was assigned the task of conducting 
the trial. Ten thousand dollars was allocated from the library resource allocation for the 
purchase of ebook readers. 
 
 
2. Aims of the trial 
 
 The primary aim of the trial was to determine whether QUT Library should purchase 
ebook readers, and if so which ones, to read ebooks already acquired by the library.  
 
 A secondary aim was to develop skills and knowledge amongst Library staff to 
enable them to provide informed advice to university staff and students on current ebook 
reader technologies. The Library is after all the university storehouse of both print and 
electronic books and should therefore be the primary source of information about using them 
most effectively. 
 
 
3. Literature review 
 
 There is much discussion on the Internet on the relative merits of ebook readers. 
While one may surmise that ebook readers would be useful in academic libraries, recent 
studies indicate that improved usability and functionality are required in an academic 
environment. For example, Behler (2009) reporting on the results of a year long trial 
conducted at Penn State University in 2008 involving 100 Sony PRS-505 ebook readers 
indicated that “while none of the students completely agreed on what would make the device 
better suited to academe, many of them expressed a desire for greater interactivity with the 
text, as well as multimedia functionality and wireless capability.” Behler (2009) noted that 
high on the list of requirements were the ability to manage multiple bookmarks, make notes, 
quick and easy navigation and searching, as well as access to wireless which enables 
multitasking and quick reference to other resources. Tablet PCs and devices such as the 
iPad have come some way to bridging the functionality gap for students but still have a way 
to go. A single and dual touch screen tablet called The Kno (Kno, 2010) currently being 
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developed in the US is targeted specifically at students and allows them to search, write on, 
highlight, add sticky notes to, and copy and paste from ebooks. 
 
 An area which has caused some contention is inadequacy of the accessibility 
features of ebook readers for vision impaired students. On 29 June, 2010 the US 
Department of Justice and the US Department of Education (2010) released a letter to all 
College and University Presidents expressing a concern that “colleges and universities are 
using electronic book readers that are not accessible to students who are blind or have low 
vision and to seek their help in ensuring that this emerging technology is used in classroom 
settings in a manner that is permissible under federal law.” The No Shelf Required E-books 
in Libraries blog (Polanka, 2010) lists a useful set of resources relating to the accessibility of 
ebooks and ebook readers in the US. In the UK “JISC TechDis are working with a number of 
key agencies and organisations to investigate and improve the accessibility of e-books” 
(JISC TechDis, 2010). It is evident that accessibility standards are being developed and 
progressively implemented but most ebook readers are generally still lacking in this 
functionality. 
  
 Despite the fact that ebook readers and their associated accounts are designed for 
individual users a small number of academic libraries in the US are offering ebook readers 
for loan with preloaded academic content, generally targeted to a specific discipline area or 
course. The Science and Engineering Library at Vanderbilt University provide Kindles for 
loan preloaded with computer science and web development ebooks, as well as popular 
science titles on Barnes & Noble Nooks (Stevenson Science and Engineering Library, 2010). 
The Lewis Music Library at MIT loans out an iPad preloaded with music apps and an iTunes 
library holding audio clips from the library’s recently-received CDs (Moore, 2010). Other 
academic libraries are offering ebook readers for loan loaded with popular titles. For 
example, North Carolina State University (NCSU) Library has thirty-six Kindles and two Sony 
Readers for loan with each reader holding over a hundred classic or popular reading titles 
(NSCU Library, 2010).  
  
 There is no doubt that in this complex and rapidly developing environment both 
caution and daring are needed to negotiate the potential benefits and pitfalls of providing 
ebooks and associated ebook reader technologies to our library clients. 
 
 
4. Methods 
 
 
 4.1 Preliminary investigation 
 
 The first step was a review of the literature as presented in Section 3 above. There 
was a great deal of publicity at the time about ebook readers and their potential, so it was 
not difficult to find relevant material. The iPad had not been released when the investigation 
began, but there was plenty of conjecture about what it might look like and how it might be 
used. Monitoring of relevant literature continued throughout the investigation. 
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 4.2 Evaluation of ebook readers by QUT Library’s ERG 
 
 A literature review initially informed the ERG’s selection of suitable readers. A long 
list of available readers was prepared and each member of the group was made responsible 
for assessing a sub-set of ebook readers based on existing reviews prior to any purchase 
using the following selection criteria: 
 
• Price 
• Existing market share 
• Content availability (free and purchased) 
• Connectivity 
• Battery life and storage capacity 
• Usability (comfort, screen resolution, weight, etc.) 
• Functionality (notes, highlights, etc.) 
• Vendor support 
• Accessibility for vision-impaired clients  
• Platforms supported 
• Compatibility with QUT Library’s existing ebook collection 
• DRM (Digital Rights Management) support 
 
A short list was then prepared, based on the following principles: 
 
• Availability in Australia 
• Compatibility with Adobe Digital Editions (with some exceptions) 
• Common use (e.g. the Kindle) 
 
 The final short list of ebook readers, provided below, was then purchased. Although 
more ebook readers and new models of existing readers keep coming on to the market we 
do not plan to purchase any more, as there is no indication that new products offer anything 
particularly new. 
 
• Apple iPad (Wi-Fi 16GB) (Apple) 
• Kindle (Amazon)  
• iPhone (Stanza and Kindle Apps) 
• CyBook Opus (Bookeen) 
• Cool-er (Interead) 
• ECO Reader (Jinke) 
• Kobo (REDgroup Retail – the retailer that operates Borders in Australia) 
 
 No Sony ebook readers were evaluated as at the time it was not possible to buy 
them in Australia although Sony has just recently (September 2010) launched a new third-
generation range of ebook readers (the Sony Pocket and Touch Editions) that are now 
available for purchase in Australia. The Barnes and Noble Nook was not considered as 
ebooks for the ebook reader can only be bought in the United States. 
 
 Soon after arrival of the ebook readers each reader was evaluated by a member of 
the ERG according to many of the criteria listed above. A couple of the ebook readers were 
evaluated by more than one member of the ERG. A discussion of the results of these 
evaluations according to four of the most important criteria of usability, functionality, 
accessibility and compatibility with QUT Library's ebook collection including a discussion of 
digital rights management (DRM), is provided in Section 5.1 below. 
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 4.3 Evaluation of ebook readers by student focus groups 
 
 The suggested approach below was endorsed by the ERG. The focus of the usability 
sessions was on student evaluations of usability and functionality. All ebook readers except 
for the Cool-er and the iPhone (Stanza and Kindle Apps) were evaluated by students. The 
Cool-er was omitted as it was deemed to be the least impressive of the available ebook 
readers based on prior ERG evaluations. It was not considered necessary to gauge 
students’ opinions of the Stanza and Kindle ebook reading apps for the iPhone as the library 
would not be considering purchase of iPhones or other mobile phone devices for the 
purpose of lending them as ebook readers. The five ebook readers evaluated by students 
are listed below. 
 
• Apple iPad (Wi-Fi 16GB) (Apple) 
• Kindle (Amazon)  
• CyBook Opus (Bookeen) 
• ECO Reader (Jinke) 
• Kobo (REDgroup Retail – the retailer that operates Borders in Australia) 
 
  Two groups of four students were arranged. ERG and Library eServices staff agreed 
that more than two sessions was not likely to provide any additional or significantly different 
information. Each session was about an hour in total with time set aside before and after the 
session for the facilitator and two note-takers from the ERG to prepare and debrief the 
students. There was a brief discussion with the group of students at the start of each focus 
group before the students began examining the ebook readers to gauge students’ pre-
existing impressions of ebooks and ebook readers.  
 
 Each student was then given an ebook reader to evaluate for five to ten minutes and 
asked to provide written comments on the ebook readers according to their usability and 
functionality and to give the ebook readers a score out of five. At the end of the five-ten 
minutes each student passed on the ebook readers to another student. Thus by the end of 
the hour each student had evaluated every ebook reader.  The sessions concluded with an 
open group discussion of the ebook readers and some prompted discussion of ‘ebook 
readers versus computers’ and ‘ebooks versus print’. 
 
 
5. Results and Discussion  
 
 
 5.1 Evaluation of ebook readers by QUT Library’s ERG 
 
 In this section the results of the evaluation of the ebook readers by members of the 
ERG are discussed according to the four critical criteria of usability; functionality; 
accessibility (for vision impaired students) and compatibility with QUT Library's ebook 
collection which also includes a discussion of digital rights management (DRM). 
 
 
  5.1.1 Usability 
 
 Some members of the ERG found that the high resolution glossy LED-backlit colour 
screens of the Apple iPad and iPhone as compared to the greyscale screens of the E Ink 
ebook readers (all the rest) made reading an ebook a generally more enjoyable experience 
on the Apple devices. Next year we may see colour E Ink displays which could improve the 
reading experience on the E Ink ebook readers. However other members of the group found 
it more tiring to read for longer periods on the LED-backlit screens of the Apple devices as 
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compared to the greyscale screens despite being able to change the brightness of the LED-
backlit screen. In addition members of the group noticed problems with glare on the LED-
backlit screen of the Apple devices which were not apparent on the E Ink ebook readers. It 
was also observed that with the E Ink ebook readers that the reading experience was 
affected by the resolution of the text and the extent of the contrast between text and the 
page background. Both the Kindle and the Cybook Opus provided a high resolution, high 
contrast print on paper effect however with the ECO Reader and the Cool-er the text is 
certainly readable but could be more defined.  
 
 One of the major problems that beset some of the E Ink ebook readers was the 
difficulty of understanding the functions of many of the physical buttons on the readers 
(without spending some time reading the manual) as well as the complexity of the process of 
changing basic functions. For example, the simple process of changing the font size via 
these buttons was more detailed than it should have been when using the Cool-er and ECO 
Reader. With the Cool-er for example the process of adjusting the font size requires dealing 
with menus and check boxes and is a much more tedious process than it should be. The 
Kobo provides clearly-marked menu buttons down the left-hand side and is probably the 
more intuitive of the E Ink ebook readers in terms of the user being able to work out what the 
buttons do. These problems are not evident on the Apple devices which feature an intuitive 
touch screen display. It is interesting to note that the new Sony Reader Touch and Pocket 
Editions also feature touch screens that allow turning of pages by a swipe of the finger 
similar to the Apple devices and also provide a reduced number of buttons compared with 
previous models. It is probable that future ebook readers may also feature touch screens 
and fewer physical buttons.  
 
 All ERG members agreed that in terms of weight and comfort to hold the E Ink ebook 
readers were of a good size and weight. The Kobo was the lightest of those evaluated 
(excluding the iPhone). In reading the specifications of the new Sony Reader Pocket Edition 
and the bigger Touch Edition it was interesting to observe that both are lighter than the 
Kobo. Thus it appears the trend to lighter ebook readers is well underway. Despite its small 
screen the iPhone is a surprisingly effective ebook reader using the iBooks, Stanza or Kindle 
apps. However compared to the iPad the smaller screen of the iPhone makes it difficult to 
read ebooks accessed via the Safari web-browser even in the horizontal orientation although 
it is possible to easily enlarge the size of the text by placing two fingers on the iPhone (or 
iPad for that matter) and moving them apart. Generally speaking, the larger screen of the 
iPad does enhance the online reading experience whether the user is reading online via the 
Safari web-browser or via the different apps. In comparing the Apple devices to the E Ink 
ebook readers ERG members felt that the iPad feels slightly too large to be considered 
solely as an ebook reader whereas the iPhone feels a little small.  
 
 Another source of frustration with some of the E Ink devices is the time it takes to 
move from one page to the next or to jump to a given page in a book. This was particularly 
noticeable with the ECO Reader and the Cool-er but also observed with the other E Ink 
ebook readers when compared to the Apple devices. One of the advantages of the E Ink 
ebook readers over the LED Apple devices is that they only use battery power when you turn 
the pages so you can leave them on all the time. It was observed that it often takes a while 
for the E Ink ebook readers to start-up thus the ability to leave them on permanently without 
draining the battery is a plus. 
   
 
 5.1.2 Functionality 
 
 At this stage members of the ERG feel that no one ebook reader has all the 
functionality that one would like to see in such a device. Four of the E Ink ebook readers 
(Kobo, ECO Reader, Cool-er and Cybook Opus) do not provide the ability to annotate and/or 
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highlight the text. All of the E Ink readers except the Kobo allow bookmarking which is a 
useful feature as it allows you to easily jump back and forth within an ebook. There were 
marked differences in regard to in-built dictionaries. The Kobo, ECO Reader, Cool-er and 
Cybook Opus do not have one. The Kindle provides access to the built-in Oxford Dictionary, 
which is accessible from the main menu, or word by word within the text one is reading. Of 
interest is that the new Sony ebook readers (Sony Pocket and Touch Editions) feature 
twelve dictionaries in a variety of languages. The three ebook reading apps on the Apple 
devices (iBooks, Stanza and Kindle apps) allow a user to annotate, highlight and place 
bookmarks and feature in built dictionaries.  
 
 The absence of wireless connectivity for the ECO Reader, Cybook Opus, Cool-er 
and Kobo was a drawback. For these four E Ink ebook readers purchases are downloaded 
to a computer and then transferred to the ebook reader typically via a USB cable. However it 
is worthy to note that the new model of the Kobo just released (September 2010) does 
feature Wi-Fi but connectivity is limited to the Kobo eBookstore for book purchases and 
downloads only. The Kindle has 3G wireless connectivity but in Australia this is limited to the 
purchase of ebooks from Amazon’s Kindle Store and to the ability to access Wikipedia. The 
Apple devices, depending on the model chosen, feature both 3G and Wi-Fi and allow 
unrestricted access to the Internet. 
  
 
 5.1.3 Accessibility for vision impaired students 
 
 All ebook readers allow you to change the font size and in most cases the font itself 
although some make this task easier than others. For example, as has been mentioned 
already, when reading an ebook on the Apple device using the iBooks app or accessing an 
ebook via the Safari web-browser it is easy to change the size of the text with a simple finger 
movement. Of the E Ink ebook readers the Kobo makes changing the font size easiest by 
allowing one to simply press up and down on the navigation pad to resize the font.  
 
 A number of the E Ink ebook readers (ECO Reader, COOL-ER, Kobo, Cybook Opus) 
do not feature a read-aloud function. The Kindle does feature a read-aloud function with a 
choice of male or female voices and adjustable speed. The Apple devices (iPad and iPhone) 
have a screen reader feature called VoiceOver that reads aloud the contents of any page. 
This feature works well with downloaded ebook content in the iBooks app however 
VoiceOver was not able to read an EBL ebook in the EBL Online Reader. However it is 
worth noting that the EBL Online Reader accessed via a normal web-browser such as Safari 
on the Apple devices does have a Read Aloud button that when activated will read aloud the 
content of any page.  
 
 We are likely to see a number of developments in this area in the near future. 
Polanka (2010) provides a list of links to a number of resources that discuss accessibility 
issues relating to ebooks and ebook readers including a link to an interview with Ken Petri, 
the Director of the Web Accessibility Center at The Ohio State University (a known expert in 
this area). 
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 5.1.4 Compatibility with QUT Library's ebook collections including discussion 
of digital rights management (DRM) 
 
 There is no doubt that each of the ebook readers allow access to thousands, in some 
cases hundreds of thousands, of ebooks that typically may be purchased and downloaded 
wirelessly or downloaded via connection of the ebook reader to a computer after the ebook 
has been downloaded to the computer. Availability and/or number of ebook titles may be an 
important consideration for individuals when they are going to purchase an ebook reader. 
However, for a library considering to lend ebook readers to students the more important 
concern is whether existing ebooks in a library’s collection are able to be accessed on a 
given ebook reader. Even if an ebook reader scores highly on usability and functionality if it 
cannot access QUT Library’s ebook collection it is not suitable for purchase for subsequent 
lending to students. As stated previously QUT Library now provides in excess of 100 000 
ebooks from a multitude of different providers with delivery from many different platforms. 
Any purchase of ebook readers for potential lending to students therefore needs to take into 
account the ability of the ebook reader to access ebooks spread across many platforms with 
varied interfaces. 
 
 Some of the ebooks available via the QUT Library catalogue provide chapters in 
DRM free PDF format which must be downloaded in order to be read. Unlike Apple devices 
which allowed direct download of this format via a web browser, the E Ink readers required 
DRM-free PDFs to be first downloaded to a computer and then copied or moved to the 
ebook reader. The lack of a web-browser on the E Ink devices means it is not possible to 
directly download PDF chapters to these ebook readers from the QUT Library Catalogue or 
to read them online. This is a drawback to QUT Library considering purchase of these E Ink 
ebook readers. The Apple devices support reading online via the Safari web-browser. One 
just connects to the platform that the ebook is hosted on from the QUT Library catalogue via 
the Safari web-browser. 
 
 In considering the Apple devices one may suggest that it is not necessary to 
download ebooks when they can read the same ebooks online via a web-browser on the 
Apple device. However many students may not have extensive 3G quotas that may be used 
up via reading ebooks online outside of a Wi-Fi environment, for example, on public 
transport. They may prefer to be able to download to an ebook reader while in a Wi-Fi 
environment and then read offline at a time and location of their own choosing. As such QUT 
Library considers that in an evaluation of ebook readers for possible purchase and lending to 
students one important criterion is that one is able to download ebooks to the ebook 
reader. In summary, the ideal ebook reader would support the reading of QUT Library 
ebooks online and also be able to have QUT Library ebooks downloaded to it. 
  
 Many ebooks, to satisfy the requirements of publishers, have digital rights 
management (DRM) protection, which is the equivalent of copyright protection (to limit 
copying, printing, and sharing of ebooks) for an electronic product that restricts the items 
from being shared with others. Perhaps the most well-known DRM protection technology is 
Adobe ADEPT (Adobe Digital Experience Protection Technology) digital rights management 
(DRM) which is commonly used to protect ebooks sold in the common ePub and Adobe PDF 
formats. For example, most of the Cool-er ebooks that one can purchase either in PDF or 
EPUB format are protected by Adobe DRM.  Apple does not offer Adobe's e-book DRM 
technology to publishers for ebooks sold via the iBookstore using the iBooks app on the 
Apple devices. Apple instead offers publishers its proprietary FairPlay digital rights 
management (DRM) for titles sold through the iBookstore. Apple's FairPlay DRM system is 
used to restrict the number of devices that can access ebooks purchased through the 
iBookstore to a maximum of five Apple devices that you’ve authorized with your iTunes Store 
account. Ebooks purchased with Apple's FairPlay DRM (note that no ebooks are as of 
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October 2010 able to be purchased from the iBookstore in Australia) will also be non-
transferable to other non Apple ebook readers.  
 
 To download ebooks to the Apple devices one uses the iBooks app to download titles 
from the iBookstore although currently only free titles are available for downloading by 
Australian users and it may not be until 2011 that ebooks become available for purchase 
from the iBookstore. However, the iBookstore collection is independent of QUT Library’s 
collection of ebooks. A similar scenario exists with the Kindle and the Kobo ebook readers 
where ebooks are designed to be used by an individual purchasing and then downloading 
their purchased ebooks directly from the Amazon and Borders online bookstores, 
respectively rather than for accessing ebooks from a library’s collection. As far as we know, 
Amazon and Borders only deal with individuals and have no special arrangements for 
libraries to buy ebooks from their ebookstores to be then downloaded to any Kindles and/or 
Kobos that have been purchased by the library. With respect to Amazon some US libraries 
that have purchased Kindles have got around this limitation by registering with Amazon 
under different dummy email accounts. The QUT Library ERG is continuing to monitor 
developments in the use of Kindles by academic libraries. 
 
 The majority of QUT Library’s collection of ebooks is currently on the Ebook Library 
(EBL) platform where any downloaded EBL ebooks are protected by Adobe DRM. This form 
of DRM requires the use of the Adobe Digital Editions software in order to access the 
downloaded content.  Apple devices such as the iPad and iPhone as well as the Kindle do 
not recognize Adobe Digital Editions (ADE) and therefore it was thought not possible 
to download EBL ebooks to these devices. However the ERG have just become aware of a 
rather long-winded procedure to get EBL ebooks or for that matter any ebooks that have 
been downloaded to ADE onto Apple (and Android) mobile devices using txtr (txtr, 2010). 
Certainly it is possible to easily read online EBL ebooks via the Safari web-browser and EBL 
Online Reader. 
 
 As an aside although Apple devices do not support Adobe DRM they do support the 
downloading and reading of thousands of ebooks that are protected with other forms of 
DRM. For example, the Kindle app for the Apple devices supports the purchase and 
downloading of ebooks from Amazon. These ebooks are protected by Amazon's proprietary 
Kindle DRM which means they can only be read on the Kindle or via the Kindle app. In 
addition, the Stanza app for Apple devices allows one to purchase thousands of ebooks from 
online booksellers such as Fictionwise.com, BooksOnBoard.com and Powells.com that are 
protected by yet another flavour of DRM known as eReader DRM. This format of DRM is the 
only format of DRM supported by the Stanza app. Although not tested as part of this study 
the Kobo app and the Barnes & Noble eReader app for Apple devices also allow one to 
purchase, download and read thousands of ebooks in the standard ePub format protected 
with the more common Adobe DRM. This ability for individuals to download ebooks via 
different apps from a number of online bookstores on their Apple devices is great but does 
not assist a student downloading Adobe DRM protected ebooks from QUT Library's 
collection on Apple devices. In summary, the limitation of not being easily able to download 
Adobe DRM protected ebooks, such as EBL ebooks, to Apple devices is a drawback to QUT 
Library buying and then lending out Apple devices to students to access the QUT Library 
ebook collection.  
   
 The other ebook readers evaluated (ECO Reader, Kobo, Cybook Opus and Cool-er) 
do allow EBL ebooks downloaded to an ADE library on a computer to be transferred to the 
ebook readers via USB cable as long as both the ebook reader and the computer have been 
authorized with the same Adobe ID. Using ADE one typically transfers ebooks downloaded 
to ADE by dragging and dropping them from ADE to the ebook reader icon that appears in 
the ADE window once the ebook reader has been connected to the computer via USB cable 
and authorized. 
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 5.2 Evaluation of ebook readers by student focus groups 
 
 The results of the evaluation of ebook readers by the two student focus groups 
according to the four critical criteria of usability; functionality; accessibility (for vision impaired 
students) and compatibility with QUT Library's ebook collection including discussion of digital 
rights management are given below. In terms of overall ratings out of five the numerical 
scores awarded by the focus group participants rated the Kindle highest with an average 
rating of 3.6 (out of a possible score of 5). The second highest rating was 3.3 for the iPad, 
followed by the Kobo (2.9), the Cybook (2.6), and then the ECO Reader (2.1). Median 
scores also reflect the same order of preference. In contrast, most students declared in the 
open discussion that they had a preference for the iPad, despite a number of concerns about 
its usability and functionality as an ebook reader. 
  
   
 5.2.1 Usability 
 
 Whilst the iPad was widely popular among the focus group participants, there was a 
common recognition of its limitations as an ebook reader. In particular, and in relation to 
usability, five of the eight participants wrote negative comments concerning its weight, and 
four noted the propensity for glare on the screen which made reading text more difficult. 
These issues were also raised during the post-evaluation discussions. What the participants 
liked most about using the iPad was the colour screen, and the relative ease of navigation. 
 
 The remaining four ebook readers all received favourable comments for being light in 
weight and easy to hold, and for the readability of the E Ink screens. Several students 
suggested that the E Ink ebook readers might be better suited to other types of publications, 
such as fiction, because the E Ink screens were comfortably readable for plain text whilst still 
allowing convenient portability, but they were less comfortable for viewing illustrations and 
diagrams, a common feature of textbooks. One student commented that the Kobo was the 
“nicest to hold” because of its quilted texture on the back. Critical comments on usability 
were mostly concerned with the differing strategies for navigation. For example, there were 
several negative comments about the use of a numbered menu and corresponding 
numbered buttons to select options on the ECO Reader. The other ebook readers’ use of a 
cursor for selecting from menus elicited no comments, which could be interpreted in this 
context as acceptance of, or at least a familiarity with the method. The ECO Reader was 
acknowledged in discussions and in written comments as being the least intuitive to use and 
the least liked compared with the other devices tested. Another consistent criticism 
concerned the number of clicks required to navigate the directory structure of the CyBook 
Opus. Other aspects, such as screen size and comfort, did not generate a significant 
number of remarks, but comments received on these topics were generally positive for all of 
the dedicated ebook readers. 
 
 The configuration of buttons was regarded by several participants as being 
problematic on some devices. For example, the Kindle has an array of small buttons which 
many students found difficult to use; the centre button of the CyBook Opus was criticised 
because it was difficult to press without also pressing an outer directional button; and, the 
Kobo’s toggle button was described as being “awkward”. Discussions also revealed a 
common appreciation for labels on buttons, such as those present on the Kindle and the 
Kobo, as aids to easier navigation. 
 
 
 5.2.2 Functionality 
 
 The iPad’s colour touch-screen, processing speed, access to entire Internet, printing 
capabilities and multi-functionality were all identified in the focus groups as being attractive 
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features. One dissenting view held that the iPad was comparable to a laptop and therefore it 
seemed to be somewhat redundant. However, the range of applications available for an iPad 
was mostly seen as a valuable attribute, especially in the context of use by students. In this 
way the Kindle also received favourable reviews because of its wider range of supporting 
features, such as capabilities for text searching and text highlighting, bookmarking and 
insertion of personal notes, wireless connectivity, and a built-in dictionary. The ‘qwerty’ 
keyboard was both praised for being available on the Kindle, but also criticised for having 
such small keys. 
 
 The four dedicated E Ink ebook readers were consistently, though not universally, 
criticised for their lack of speed in performing some functions. They were considered to be 
slow at start-up, slow to navigate, and slow to load ebooks. The time taken to navigate 
menus and slow page refreshing were the most common areas of dissatisfaction. 
Expandable memory and audio playback, where available, were noted by some participants 
as being valuable features, although the relatively small number of comments suggests that 
these features were not always discovered by participants, or at least not recognised during 
the evaluations as being of significance. 
 
 
 5.2.3 Accessibility for vision impaired students 
 
 Most, but not all of the participants were successful in locating the text re-sizing 
functionality on all of the devices. There were no comments received specifically addressing 
accessibility for vision impairment and it would appear that students’ investigations of this 
feature were for their own interest in making small fonts larger and easier to read. Read-
aloud options were not queried nor commented upon, and it is not known if participants 
sought or discovered this feature on relevant devices. 
 
 
 5.2.4 Compatibility with QUT Library’s ebook collection including discussion 
of digital rights management (DRM) 
 
 Whilst not a targeted issue during the focus groups, it became apparent in 
discussions that some participants were already aware that QUT Library’s collection of EBL 
ebooks could not be downloaded to the iPad. The underlying DRM issues were not 
discussed at length during the focus groups. Similarly, most students had a general 
understanding that the Kindle was ‘locked’ to Amazon’s Kindle store and was therefore not 
capable of accessing QUT Library’s ebooks. 
  
 
6. Conclusion 
 
 QUT Library’s Ebook Reference Group (ERG) and the results of the two student 
focus groups show that none of the ebook readers and Apple devices score highly for the 
four main criteria of usability, functionality, accessibility and compatibility with QUT Library’s 
existing collection. In summary, the ERG concludes that no ebook reader as of October 
2010 offers everything that an academic library may want to see in an ebook reader. Despite 
this we believe that iPads made available for loan would be very popular with clients, who 
would no doubt find many uses for them in addition to the reading of ebooks online. The 
ERG therefore recently recommended purchase of a number of iPads for each of the branch 
libraries of QUT. As of October 2010 no iPads have as yet been purchased. If they are 
purchased in the future the next stage of the process will be to develop appropriate lending 
procedures in consultation with the QUT Library Services Committee.  
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